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ABSTRACT
The report gives a survey of the activity at the Department
of Automatic Control during the academic year 1973-1974.
Five different courses in automatic control are given at the
civ.ing. degree (~MS). About 260 students participated in one
or more courses. 21 MS theses have been completed. In the
graduate program four PhD theses have been completed. The
main research effort is centered around process control. The
projects include system identification, adaptive control,
computational control, computer aided design of control systems, real-time computing, systern theory, non-technical systems
and applications. In the year 37 published papers and 44 technical reports have been written.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report is intended to give an overview of the activity
in research and education at the Departmen t of Automatic
Control. The main thrust of the research is to develop an
understan ding of control processes , covering system identification, adaptive control, stochasti c control theory and system theory. One goal is to develop methods and technique s
which will be practical ly useful. For this reason it is
attempted at all times to have projects dealing with practical
applicatio ns side by side with theoretic al developme nt.
During the academic year the portion of practical problems
was unusually high with major activitie s in coordinat ed control of thermal power stations, control of supertank ers, con,trol of waste-wat er treatment plants and control of climate
in buildings .
The research has been organized ~nto different projects, most
of them supported by the Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU). Except the researche rs directly supported by STU,
students and staff members of the Departmen t have contribut ed
to the projects.
The projects Control under Uncertain ty (Ivar Gustavsso n),
Computer aided Design (Johan Wieslande r) , Power Dynamics
(Sture Lindahl) and Ship Dynamics and Control (Claes Kallstrom}
have been directly supported by STU (The name of the principal
investiga tor within brackets) . Within the latter project collaboration has been establishe d with the Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimen tal Tank {SSPA) and the Kockums Mekaniska
Verkstads AB. The Institute of Applied Mathemati cs (IT~l) has
p~rtly supported the developme nts of the interactiv e simulatio n

program (Hilding Elmqvist) and optimizat ion programs (Torkel
Glad) . The research on wastewate r treatment plants (Gustaf
Olsson) has been performed in collabora tion with Datema AB
and the Kappala Wastewate r treatment plant, Stockholm .
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The project on Climatized buildings (Lars gensen) has been
supported by the National Swedish Board of Building Research
(BFR) and the research on biomedical problems (Per Hagander)
by the Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR) .
The real time computer installation is a powerful tool for
most of the research. A combination of software and hard\·Jare
has been essential for the progress. The computer v1as used
more than 5000 horus during the year.
Even if it is always difficult to keep an appropriate distance
to current research it is attempted here to give some comments
on the different programs.
We believe -that the results on identification of closed loop
systems will be of importance because they will make it possible
to simplify identification experiments. This is of course of
practical value in industrial problems. In economic and biological systems it may be even more important. Broadly speaking
we expect the activity in system identification to be focused
on special problems and applications. We expect the results
on convergence of stochastic algorithms to be very important.
They will make it possible to put the analysis of adaptive
systems on a firm foundation. It is expected that the activity
on adaptive systems will increase. These indications are based
on the ease of putting the self-tuning regulators into industrial operation.
It has been demonstrated that the computer aided design programs
are of extreme importance as a tool to transfer modern control
th~ory

into engineering practice and to make it cost effective.
In this respect it is particularly important to make the program packages more easily accessible. This can be achieved
by transferring them to the University Computing Center and
use them on a time-sharing basis.
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2.

EDUCATION

The department is engaged in education for the civ.ing. degree,
for the PhD degree and in continuing education.

Five undergraduate courses are given on a regular basis each
academic year. These courses are part of an integrated program
leading to the degree civ.ing. They serve four different Departments of the Institute of Technology, viz. Applied Physics (F),
Electrical Engineering (E) , Mechanical Engineering (M) and
Chemical Engineering (K) . The courses are
- Basic course (allman kurs)
Linear continuous time linear systems, both state space
and Laplace theory including four laboratory sessions.
About 200 students from F, E and M.
- Basic course for Chemical Engineers (mindre kurs)
Classical control theory applied to chemical processes.
About 60 students from K.
- Advanced course (fortsattningskurs)
Nonlinear systems, linear sampled systems and linear
stochastic systems. About 50 students from F and E.
- System techniques (reglerteknik-systemteknik)
The course is based upon the basic course but is more

directed to applications, e.g. computer control, prediction
problems, inventory control, boiler control etc. About 30
students from M.
- Computers in control systems (datorer i reglersystem}
Hardware and softv1are for process control. About 75
students from F, E, M and K.
Some new course material has been developed during the year.

4.
In the bas.J,.c course the problem book and the problem solutions
have been completely revised. The text book is also complemented with some additional study material.
A first version of lecture notes has been completed for the
course on corrputers

in control systems.

The courses include lectures problem solving sessions and
laboratory. Apart from the ordinary problem solving sessions
a special group for interested students has been working in
the Basic course. The group has studied a laboratory system
consisting of water tanks in series. Model building of the
process and the actuators of the real system was made. The
model was simulated on analog and digital computers. PID

con~

trol was tested on the real process. The result is documented
in a report (7416 C).
In the System technique course two different project groups
have been working on different projects,
- prediction of time series
- control of a steam boiler
- dead-beat control of a heat diffusion process
The results are documented in internal reports (7335 C),
(7408 C), and (7421 C).
2.2

Master theses

The degree of civ.ing.

(~MS)

requires a thesis work. This

thesis (examensarbete) shall prove that the student has
learned how to approach and solve larger problems. The work
is supposed to take three months of full time work and the
work is done by one or two students. During the year 14 theses
were finished by 21 students. Abstracts of the theses are
presented in a separate report, see \'Vittenmark (7426). A
list of the reports is given in appendix E. All the theses
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are written in Swedish with an abstract in English.

The graduate program is a four year curriculum leading
up to the PhD degree. It is based upon the "civilingenj6r"
(MS)

de~ree.

During about three or four semesters the graduate studies are dominanted by course work. Some of the
courses are given as formal lectures, see appendix F. Others
are defined by books, lecture notes, tapes, and slides. Due
to the small teaching resources also study groups have been
organized around different courses, where the students themselves have taken the main responsibility of the studies.
Afterwards formal examinations have been organized.
During the academic year there have been 18 active PhD students.
Four PhD theses were completed. They are
Per Hagander: Operator factorization and other aspects
of the analysis of linear systems (7336), Dec 7, 1973.
Gunnar Bengtsson: A theory for control of linear multi-·
variable systems (7341), Jan 29, 1974.
Ivar Gustavsson: Identification of industrial process
dynamics (7402), March 8, 1974.
Lennart Ljung: Stochastic convergence of algorithms for
identification and adaptive control (7406), April 26, 1974.

A small analog computer has been developed and was finished
during the year. It is built with standard modules, which
makes it possible to use the amplifiers very feasibly in both
education and research. The analog computer contains in a

6.

basic version an intrument panel, a signal generator (triangle
and square wave) I 10 amplifiers (integrators or sur.mators) and
I

two multipliers. There is normal/fast operating speed, repetitive mode as ·YTell as sample afl:d hold possibilitie s. It has
been built up in a serie of six machines. The analog corr,puter
can be connected to a DC servo system with compensation networks, amplifiers and tacho generator.
A laboratory process, consisting basicly of three tanks in
series has been built up. It can be used for level control
but will soon be extended for concentratio n control. The levels
of the tanks can be measured. There are two control valves, a
flow meter and two PID controllers available. The process has
been used

ma~nly

in the education.

The computer PDP 15 has been used about 5000 hours during the
year, both for real time calculations , remote control and
interactive computation.

The continuing education is considered an important way to
transfer research results into practical applications . Several
courses and contact meetings between people from industry and
the Department have taken place during the year.
In collaboratio n with the Svenska Teknologfore ningen a course
"Automatic control - current theory" was arranged for engineers
working in industry at May 13-17, 1974. This course have nm.;
be~n given five times and has received great interest from the
participants . The course content is presented in appendix G.
A two day course in Process identificatio n was given together
with the Liasion Office for Industrial Contacts (Kontaktsekretariate t) at the Lund University at May 29-30, 1974.
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About 90 people from industry and research centres participated. The course included 12 seminars (see appendix G). Five
of them dealt with theory and seven treated different applications.
The research on self-tuning regulators was presented on an
informa~ion day on February 14, 1974. There were 79 participants from the industry and other universities . Two contributions on the theory of self-tuning regulators were presented.
Half the day was devoted to applications of the self-tuning
regulator. The titles are listed in appendix G.
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3.

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

The study of identification problems has given new results
on identifiability and accuracy, in particular for systems
operating in closed loop.

Important results on consistency

of prediction error identification methods have been developed.

Different types of recursive algorithms have been in-

vestigated by a new technique, offering the possibility to
study the convergence properties by other means than simulation.
used

In particular it has beenmown that a commonly

recursi~e

verge.

identification method does not always con-

The problem of common factors in identified models

has been studied and an algorithm has been proposed for the
solution of the problem.

This algorithm also provides a

faster way of obtaining the generalized least squares estimate than the usually used algorithm.

The work on different

identification programs has continued.

In particular the

interactive program package IDPAC has been brought into a
form which has proved to be efficient in many applications,
(see 6.2).

The research has also resulted in the completion

of two Ph.D. theses in 1974, Gustavsson (7402) and Ljung
(7406).
Travels and contacts made in connection with the identification research are listed in appendixes F, G and H.

Also the

course activities should be mentioned, see 2.5.

An important class of identification methods is based on minimization of the prediction error.
method belongs to this class.

The Maximum Likelihood

In Ljung (7405) the consisten-

cy properties of these methods are investigated in a general
setting.

No specific structures of the models are assumed,

and the input signal need not satisfy any conditions on sta-
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tionarity or independence of the process noise. Hence
the results are valid even for systems with various types
of feedback mechanisms, including adaptive controllers.
The implication for convergence of adaptive regulators are
briefly discussed in Ljung (7406) and in Ljung-\vittenm ark
(7404).
The consistency results are applied to special examples of
linear systems such as vector difference equations and
state space models.

Even for these simple systems correct
consistency- proofs seem to have been lacking earlier.

3.2

_Ide~t!f!a£i!i!y_proEeEt!e~

for

~y~t~m~ ~p~ratin~

in

£l~s~d_l~O£

The consistency results mentioned above facilitate a thorough
analysis of the identifiabil ity properties for systems operating in closed loop.
Most people working with identificatio n problems have realized the difficulties and fallacies when using data collected
during closed loop operation.
In Gustavsson-L jung-Soderstr om
(7401) a comprehensiv e study of the problems and possibilities is presented.

It is shown that in many cases a prediction error method, applied exactly as for open loop systems,
disregarding even the existence of a regulator, will give desired results.

Furthermore, if this method fails, any other
method, even those designed specifically for closed loop systems, will fail.
The system is identifiable , e.g. if the regulator is noise-corrup ted, time-varying or non-linear or if
an extra perturbation signal, added to the feedback signal is
used.
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In Ljung-Gustav sson-Soderstr om (1974) some useful identifiability concepts are introduced.
The idea of using regulators shifting between simple linear fe~dback laws in
order to obtain identifiabil ity is also introduced.
Accuracy aspects of identificatio n of closed loop systems
are considered in Elvgren-Kran tz (RE-142) and these problems will be illuminated also in a forthcoming report.

Convergence of recursive stochastic algorithms of a general
form

(1)
is considered in Ljung (7403) and in Ljung (1974b).
It is
shown that the asymptotic properties of this algorithm can
be studied using the ordinary differential equation (ODE)

. = f(x)

x

(2)

where
f(x)

=

lim

Hn(x,~)

n~oo

Thus, stability of this differential equation together with
some additional conditions implies convergence (with probability one) of (1) and the sequence~n} produced by (1) is related to the trajectories of (2).
3.3.1

Stochastic approximatio n algorithms

When the results

~ve

are applied to stochastic approximatio n,
algorithms like the Robbins-Monr o scheme or the Kiefer-
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Wolfmvi tz, convergence results are obtained vlhich are more
general than usually reported. Thus, dependent noise sequences can easily be handled and the usual condition
<

(X)

can be traded off against conditions on the moments of the
noise.
Hence more slowly decreasing sequences {yn} can be
allowed, which maybe advantageous from the viewpoint of
convergence rate.
In Ljung (1974a) the asymptotic variance
for the Robbins-Monr o Scheme is studied as a function of

3.3.2

Recursive identificatio n methods

The ODEs corresponding to several different identificatio n
methods have been studied in Johannesson-W esstrom (RE-140).
It has been found that they are a valuable complement to
direct simulations of the algorithms. By analysis of the
ODE some new facts about the convergence properties have
been discovered which will be presented in a forthcoming
report.
Recursive identificatio n methods are also studied
in Astrom (1974), where the near connection of these algorithms to the self-tuning regulators is demonstrated Possible
convergence points for the extended least squares method are
also given.
Applying the instrumental variable method is a corrmonly used
way of performing recursive identificatio n. Some anlysis of
this method has been reported in the literature. In Soderstrom
(paper 1974c) a continued analysis is presented. It is shown
that there are unexpected restrictions for suggested methods
to work properly.
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3.4

Test of common factors

In the analysis of models obtained by process identification
it is often desirable to test for cor-mon factors. A typical
example is models of multivariable systems where the n~~er
of common factors may have a drastic influence on the final
choice of order as well as on the structure of the model. The
problem of performing tests of common factors when the uncertainties of the polynomial coefficients have to be considered is treated in Soderstrom (7328). A systematic way
to carry out the tests is suggested. It is shown that applied
to the least squares model it is nothipg but a new very
efficient way of computing the generRlized least squares
estimate. In Soderstrom (7328 C) an alternative method based
on the Euclidean algorithm is considered. This method is
proved to give consistent estimates if the input is white
noise. However, it does not in general provide a suitable
estimate of the order of the system.

The work reported in previous annual report on suboptimal
filtering has resulted in a report.
In Olsson-Holst

(7324) approximative filters, used to track

unknown parameters in linear multivariable systems are examined mainly from a computational point of view. Three
different filters, all based on Extended Kalman Filtering,
are compared and tested, an Extended Kalman predictor, an
Extended Kalman filter and a Single State Iteration Filter.
Two aspects are emphasized in the report, filter consistency
and filter convergence. For a special first order case, filter
convergence can be analytically established and numerically
confirmed.
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The available programs for identification and process parameter estimation have been used extensively for modelling
of a great number of processes. In particular the interactive
p~ogram IDPAC {see 6.2) has been used. In the following the
most important applications are reviewed briefly. The applications are described more in detail in chapter 8.
A nonlinear model of a reheat boiler-turbine unit, suitable
for power system studies, has been developed. The model consists

of two first order differential. equations. The state
variables are drum and reheater pressure. The input signals
are control valve position, fuel flow and f~edwater flow.
The primary output variable is the active power. Numerical
values of the uncertain parameters were estimated from the
experimental data collected at Bresundsverket in Malm6 in
1969.
Measurements on tankers have been performed in cooperation
with Kockums Mekaniska Verkstad, .Halm6. Some of them have
been used for determination of models of ship dynamics in
the joint project between the Department and Kockums Hekaniska
Verkstad.
Dynamic models of processes in waste water treatment plants
have been developed. TvlO master theses have been completed,
Gutrnan-Olsson {RE-136) and Larsson-Schr6der {RE-146).
Within the enviroruuental area also river pollution models
have been identified. The dynamics of algal populations
and their interaction with the dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand in a freshwater stream has been
identified.
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For the interior climate application identification is
used as a standard tool for developing dynamic models for
different processes involved. The identified models have
also been compared to models based on physical laws and
construction data.
The cooperation with B. Haggman at the STFI (Svenska Traforskningsinstitutet), Stockholm has continued. Identificaticn
has been used for the evaluation of existing basis weight
and moisture control of an industrial paper-machine.
Different biomedical systems have been modelled via identification. In particular the respiratory system has been studied
using a program for identification of nonlinear models. This
work was carried out together with Prof. G. Bwanson, UCLA,

.

Los Angeles, California, USA. Also other nontechnical systeir.s
have been studied. In Hedenstrom (RE-135) a simple monetary
model of the Swedish economy is presented. In Hylander (RE137} an attempt is made to develop a model between the educational and labour markets.
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4.

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The research on adaptive control sysems has been concentrated
on the areas:
convergence analysis for adaptive controllers
analysis of self-tuning regulators for non-minimum
phase systems
self-tuning regulators for multivariabl e systems
The research on self-tuning regulators was presented on an
information-d ay, see 2.5.

It is generally very difficult to analyze the convergence
properties for different adaptive controllers. This is due
to the facts that the systems are working in closed loop and
that there are stochastic disturbances acting on the systems.
A new tool has, however, been developed which makes it possible
to

an~lyse

the convergence properties of different adaptive
controllers, see 3.3. The application of the techique to selftuning regulators is described in Ljung-Wittenv .ark (7404) and
Ljung-Wittenm ark (1974). In these reports are considered adaptive regulators for stochastic systems where the unknown parameters in the regulator are estimated using a recursive identification algorithm. It is shown that the expected trajectories of the parameter estimates are described by a set of
nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The convergence
points for the adaptive controller are the same as the stable
stationary points of the differnetial equations. It is thus
possible to find the possible convergence points and to analyze the stability of the adaptive controller. In most cases
it is difficult to analyze the differential equations, but
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numerical simulation and linearization can be used to carry
through the investigatio n.
Using the expected trajectories it has been possible to study
how different identificatio n algorithms and structur~s of
the ~egulator influence the convergence properties of the
closed loop systems.
It is also possible to show that the basic self-tuning regulators, under weak conditions, have a strong stabilizing
property. This means that the self-tuning regulators make the
closed loop system stable, even if the estimation does not
converge.
4.2

Dual control

For systems with constant but unknown parameters there are
several efficient methods for contemporary identificatio n
and regulation. In the case of time-varying parameters, however, these methods may be poor, and therefore other algorithms are needed.
It is very difficult to calculate the optimal regulator for
systems·with stochastical ly time-varying parameters, and only
in a few simple special cases it has been
puted.

numerically com-

A system, described by a governed Markov chain with four states,
has been considered by Jan Sternby. The transition probabilitie s
are piece noisely linear-functi ons of the input variable. At
At each moment a measurement is made to update the information
about the state. A loss function is introduced, and the regulator is chosen to minimize the expected value of the loss.
This problem has been solved explicitly. Different types of
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suboptima l strategie s are compared (analytica lly) with the
optimal one in terms of the loss function.
It is, of course, not clear how the results for this special
system apply to the more general case the fact however, that
an analytica l solution is given interestin g since it makes
it possible to compare different strategie s. Therefore more
insight in±o the problem is gained.

A self-tunin g regulator for non-minimu m phase systems is
described in Astrom (74ll(C)). The regulator , STURE2; estimates the parametes in a model of the process using the method
of least squares. The regulator is then determine d by minimizing the variance of the output under the constrain t that
the closed loop system is stable. This is done by solving a
Riccati equation in each step of time.
The propertie s of the regulator STURE2 are analyzed in AstromWittenmar k (1974). It is shown that the regulator in same
cases converges to the optimal regulator that could be obtained for known parameter s. In other cases the regulator
might co~verge to an other solution or not converge at all.
The stationar y points of the regulator depends on the structure of the process and the controlle r as well as on the
values of the coefficie nts in the process.
An other variant of a self-tunin g regulator is decribed in
the NS thesis Bengtsson -Egardt (RE-141) , where the identification is done using an approxima tive real-time Maximum
Likelihoo d method. The report also describes a corr~and driven
program for simulatio n of different self-tunin g regulator s.
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Self-tunin g control of multivari able systems has also been
studied during the year, mainly by Ulf Borisson. The controlled system is described by polynomia l matrices satisfying certain condition s. Recursive least squares identification is used for the estimatio n of the regulator parameters. The disturban ces acting on the system are described
as a moving average of white noise. The criterion of the
control is to minimize EyT(t) Q y(t), where y is the output
vector an Q is a positive semidefin ite matrix.
Simulatio ns of the algorithm have given good results. The
lack of a unique represent ation of the optimal regulator in
the multivari able case makes the analysis more complicat ed
than in the single-in put single-ou tput case. Under certain
assumptio ns concernin g the structure of the controlle d system it can, however, be shown theoretic ally that the algorithm has the self-tunin g property.

It has earlier been reported that the self-tunin g regulator
has been used for control of a paper machine and an ore cru'sher. The paper machine experimen ts are described in detail in
Borisson-W ittenmark( 7337) and The feasibilit y study of selftuning regulator s sponsored by STU is summarize d in Alsholm,Borisson,-Stavnes-~Vi ttenmark ( 7 338) • The applicatio ns have
also been reported on various conferenc es, Wittenmar k (1974)
and Borisson-S yding (1974).
The self-tunin g regulator s have also been used to control oil
tankers (see 8.2) and an entalpy exchanger (see 8.4). A~ overview of the theory of self-tunin g regulator s and their application are given i Astrom(74 17(C)).
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The resear ch on self-t uning regul ators has also result ed
in metho ds for adapt ive predi ction. These as well as other
predi ction metho ds for one dimen sional time series have
been studie d.
In order to get some insigh t in the prope rties of some other
,
often used, predi ction algori thms one maste r thesis , Casen berg-S andbe rg (RE-1 39), and one proje ct work (7335( C)) have
been devote d to predi ction of some differ ent data series .
The work shows the advan tages of real-t ime metho ds and metho
ds
which take speci al, a prior i known , featur es of the data into
consi derati on. One such metho d is the adapt ive predi ctor.
In the adapt ive predi ctor the proble m of real-t ime predi ction
is separa ted in two. Firstl y, the param eters of the proce ss,
which are assum ed to be const ant, are ident ified using the
least square s metho d of ident ificat ion and secon dly the proce

ss
is predic ted as if the estim ated param ters were the true ones.

If the param eter estim ates conve rge and if the predi ctor
conta ins enough param eters, they conve rge to the minintu m squar
e
error predi ctor that could be obtain ed if the param eters of
the proce ss were known .
This adapt ive predi ctor can be used to predi ct proce sses which
conta in trends or period ic varia tions. Also proce sses with
slowly time-v arying param eters can be handle d by the algorithm after only sligh t modif icatio ns.
The compu tation al requir ement s at every sampl ing interv al are
very moder ate.
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The predictor has been applied on real data series, for example
natural gas dispositio n and number of passanger s on international airlines, see figure 1.
The predictor is discussed in Wittenmar k (1974). It has also
been presented at different seminars, see appendix G.
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The predicted and the actual value of the number of
passenger s on internatio nal airlines 1949-1960 (data
from Brown, R.G. Smoothing , Forecastin g and Predictio n
of Discrete Timeserie s, Prentice- Hall, 1962).
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5.

COMPUTATIONAL c'ONTROL

The work on optimal control of a sulfite cooking process
which was presented in last annual report has now been
published in Hagberg-Sch66n-Ljung-~~rtensson (1974).
In optimal control of nonlinear systems no a priori structure
is given to the controller in the general case. In order to
save computing time one can assume a given structure of the
controller, and the optimization problem is limited to the
problem of finding minimum of a function of a finite number
of variables. This-is described in 5.1. The program library
is discussed in 5.2.
5.1

_CQn~tEa~n~d_m~n~miz~tio~

and its

~ppl~c~tio~

to_tge_

de~i~n_o! £O~trol ~~t~m~

The following problem has been considered
minimize f(x)
subject to h(x)=O

g(x)(O

This problem can be converted into an unconstrained one by
using the function
F ( X , ~ , A) = f (X) + ~ T h (X) +£ h (X) T h (X) +I: 1 [ ( c g . (X) +A. ) +2 - A • 2 ]
2c
2
1
1
1
For a certain choice of

and A this function has a local
minimum at the point x which solves the original problem. The
solution can be found by successive minimizations of F(x,~,>..).
After each minimization ~ and >.. are updated using the formula
~

(; :)B (h5x)(:~)= -( ~)
where - denotes the active inequality constraints and B is an
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approx imation of the second deriva tive of F. The possib ility
of updatin g ~ and A more often has been studie d. The problem
is that diverge nce can occur in some cases. To preven t this a
criteri on
t=ll (Lx,hl' ... '~n' min(A ,-g ), ... ) j I can be used. If this
1
1
criteri on decrea ses each time ~ and A are update d, conver gence
can be guaran teed.
The optimi zation algorit hms have been used in a program for
intera ctive design of nonlin ear contro l system s. The proces s
can be describ ed by differ ential equatio ns, x=f(x,u ) or differ ence equatio ns x(t+T) =f(x(t) , u(t)) ~A cont~ol law of the
form u=k(x) is then to be found. A contro l law of fixed structure but with certain rinknow n parame ters p is assume d, i.e.
u=k(x, p). A suitab le perform ance criteri on is chosen and constrain ts (if any) are specif ied. Then the contro l problem is
solved by using the functio n minimi zation algorit hm to adjust
p.
The implem entatio n has been done by adding the optimi zation
routine to an already existin g intera ctive simula tion program ,
SIMNON, (see 6.3). This means that the respon se of the system
is display ed for each value of p which is tried by the algorithm. The method is quite genera l - any combin ation of system ,
criteri on ~nd constr aints, which gives a well define d optimi zation problem , can be treated .

Most of the program ming effort s during the year have been
directe d to develop ment of intera ctive program s, see chapte r
6. Possib ilities to transf er the program s to the Univac 1108
at Lund Data Center have been explore d becaus e such a transf er
will increa se the availa bility of the program s for extern al
users.
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With the Exec 8 operating system at the Univac computer, time
sharing has been possible to a larger extent. A teletype terminal has been installed, which has simplified the computational
work considerably.
-The programs have been used by external users. The HL identification program package v1as used by SAAB, Linkoping from the
terminal at Linkopin"g University. Also other industries and
research centers have shown an increasing interest in using
program packages from terminals.
The program package on UNIVAC 1108 for parameter estimation
in linear state space models has been used in particular in
the project for determination of ship dynamics. It has been
developed into a form which bot~ allows for solving v~ry
general identification problems and for effective use. This
program has been used by SSPA in Gothenburg by tele processing.
The program for identification of nonlinear models has been
used for developing a model for a reheat boiler-turbine unit
and for determination of models of different biological processes. For that purpose the program has been revised in order
to accept data with non-uniform sampling ra t·e.
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6. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
In this project the purpose is to transfer results and
methods of modern control theory into a form suitable for
use in applications . The main tool for this work is then
interactive programs of a con®and type. The program can be
considered as written in a high level language for the solution of
control d~sign problems. By such a tool a considerable simplification is achieved to make use of complicated methods.

The interactive programs which have been developed are primarily aimed for the advanced user. It is assumed that he knows
what to do and that he is familiar with the methods. This may
be the normal situation when the programs are applied in a
professional environment, at a university or in an industry.
With this philosophy in mind the programs are controlled by
commands. This gives a complete freedom in the program flow.
On the other hand it does not give the beginner any advice
how to proceed.
Earlier there was a possibility to build up a sequence of
commands into a new command. Then it was possible to more
effectivel~ use the con~ands in special situations. This
MACRO facility has been .further developed. It now can include jumps and iterations and even questions and orders to
the user.
By this extension of the ~ffiCRO facility it is possible to
write programs in the language which have been implemented
in the programs IDPAC and SYNPAC (see 6.2). The programs
then can be made question controlled, which is advantageous
if the user is a beginner. Especially in the education it
is important.
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The new MACRO facility is also used in the progrruu system
SIMNON (see 6.3) for nonlinear system simulation.
6. 2

_I.!.!t~r~c_!:i~e_p~osrr~m~

for

.!_d~n_!:ifi~a!i£nJ..IQ.PAC_)_agd

synthesis (SYNPAC)
-------The program IDPAC for interactive datahandling and identification was first reported in last annual report. It has
been furth'er developed and extended. The data handling routines
include data moving, scaling, trend estimation, filtering etc.
The estimation algorithms contain Maximum Likelihood estimation of multiple-inp ut-single-ou tput systems, correlation
analysis, model analysis as well as statistical tests.
At present

the program system is used daily by many different
researchers, and no known errors exist. Corrections and
adjustments are made succesively but no major change or
extension is beeing
planned.
The program has been transferred to the DeparLment of
Applied Electronics (Tillampad elektronik) at the Chalmers
Institute of Technolgy, Goteborg. In Gustavsson-S elanderWieslander (7331) a detailed user's guide is written.
For synthesis of multivariabl e linear systems some new interesting results have been developed during the last year, see
7.1 and Bengtsson (7341, 1974a, 1974b) and Bengtsson-Li ndahl
(1974) . The work to implement these ideas in the interactive
program SYNPAC for control synthesis has just started.
The SYNPAC program package has now been in use at the Department for two years. The command structure will now be improved to the same advanced level as in IDPAC. Some planned
extensions are presently being implemented.
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The ideas about the interactive programs have been presented
at internationa l conferences in reports, see e.g. Wieslander
et al (1974) and Bengtsson (1974a).
At meetings in Lund the programs Sl~PAC and IDPAC have been
in frequent use, e.g. at the identificatio n meeting at May
29-30, the control course at May 13-17, see appendix G.
6.3

_I~t~r~c!iye_p£ogr~m_fer_sim~l~tio~ of_n~nli~e~r_sys!~s

(~I!iNQNl

The first version of SH1NON was developed as a master thesis
in 1972. The program has during the year been largely extended.
It is in frequent use at the Department and has also been
moved to the Dec-10 system at the Stockholm Data-Center. Below
is given a short description of the new version of SI~lliON and
also an example of how to use the program.
SIMNON is a command driven interactive program written in
FORTRAN for the simulation of systems governed by ordinary
differential equations or/and difference equations.
The basic set of corn..'Tiands allows the user to
define the systemi
change parameter values;
change initial values of dependent variables;
perform simulationi
select variables for plotting;
draw axes
Systems can be described either in a special simulation
language or in FORTRAN. The program has a built-in compiler
for the simulation language and to get high interactivity
when changing the system structure there is also an editor
included. The simulation language consists of
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declara tions for time, state, derivat ives, etc.;
ALGOL: s assignrr, ent stateme nt for the assignm ent
of derivati ves, variable s, etc.;
a special stateme nt for the assig~~ent of paramet ers
and initial values
It is possible in SDlNON to define subsyste ms, with inputs
and outputs , separate ly and then connect ing them. Each subsystem could be describe d either by ordinary differe ntial
equation s or differen ce equation s.
Example
Conside r the system
x

1

(0)=0

x 2 (0)=-l
y ( t) ==x ( t)
2

and the discrete control law
i=l,2, .•.
with
t

1

=0

and

u ( t) ==u ( t. )
l.

The system has been simulate d for differe nt values of 1 and
1
1 . The system descrip tion, L~e command sequenc e and the plotted
2
results are shown on next page.

PLOT U y[s1
A1=4. A2:3. 81=0
L1=0 L2 =0.

CONTINUOUS SYSTEH S
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o

INPUT 1J
OUTPUT Y
STATE X1 X2
DER DX1 0X2

82=6.

OT:O.l

OuTPUT
Y•81•X1+il2•X2
DYNAMICS
0X1t-l1•X1-A?•X2+J
DX2•X1

Alll
A211
8110

8211
END

DISCRETE SYSTEH

L

.,;

INPUT Ul U2
OUTPUT Y
TSAHP TS
TIME T

I

1.8

1.2

0.6

OUTPUT

2.4

3

YaL1•Ul+L2•U2

TS•T+DT

PLOT U y[s]
l1=0. L2= -10.

DTI1
L11D
L210

END
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END
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Typical system descriptions, command sequence and
resulting plottings in SH1NON.
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The coopreation with other universities has resulted in exchange of programs. From the Department for Computing and
Control at Imperial College, London, an Interactive Classical
Design Program Package (CDP) has been received.
It is possible to consider linear, time-invariant, singleinput-single-outpu t systems in continuous or in discrete
time.
The rootlocus, Bode, Nyqvist and Nichols diagrams as well as
step responses can be calculated and plotted. Stability
analysis can be performed with the Routh algorithms. The
system can be represented as a transfer function, with poles
and zeroes or in state space form. Transformations between
these representations can be made.
The CDP has been transferred to the PDP 15 computer at the
Department. The plot routines had to be rewritten and the
output formats had to be modified. Some minor exclusions
were also made.
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7.

SYSTEM THEORY

Within the graduate program research is going on in system
theory. The activiti es can be split up into two areas, multivariable system theory and distribu ted paramet er systems .
The results in multiva riable theory will be transfer red into
the program package SYNPAC, as remarked in 6.2.

7.1.1

Time optimal control

The problem of driving the output or the whole state of a
linear time-in variant multiva riable discrete system, with
an arbitrar y initial state, to the origin, in a minimum
number of time units, is conside red. The goal should be
accompl ished by a linear feedback , possibly time-va rying,
from the state variable s. The followin g types of control lers
are consider ed
state time-op timal control lers
output time-op timal control lers
minimum gain time-op timal control lers
The control lers can be used to drive the output of a system,
with an arbitrar y initial point, to any stationa ry point of
the process , i.e. to perform a product ion change in minimal
time. The control lers have been extensiv ely used to control
the profile of a heat diffusio n process , see further 8.5.
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7.1.2

Control of linear systems

The work on the servo and regulator problems for linear
time-invaria nt multivariabl e systems has resulted in a PhD
thesis, see Bengtsson (report 7341}.
The inverse system concept has been considered in detail
and algor~thms are proposed for the numerical computation
of them. For the servo problem it is essential to compute
such system inverses in order to achieve a proper control
structure. Some results are published in Bengtsson (1974 a)
and in a conference paper, Bengtsson (1974 b).
In the regulator problem area the restricted feedback problem has been considered. The idea is to restrict the complexity of the feedback structure of the regulator. This
means that only output signal or a subset of the output
signals can be used as feedbacks in the controller. These
results are published in Bengtsson-Li ndahl (1974} and are
presently being implemented in the program system

Sl~PAC.

The work on the operator formulation of linear dynamic systems
has resulted in a PhD thesis, Hagander (7336}. The continuous
time results are published in Hagander (1973} I while the discrete time results appear in Hagander (7330). A thorough
treatment of the start up of a Kalman filter for a system with
totally unknown initial state, is given in Hagander (7332) •
The optimal recursive filter could be described as a minimal
variance dead beat filter. The continuous time systems become
observable after an infinitely short time, and a filter could be
started from an initial estimate, but the correspondin g Riccati
equation is ill conditioned. Instead it is described how to
use two parallel filters until the error covariance is reasonable.
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The Operator Riccati Equation (ORE), associated \•lith optimal
control and optimal filtering probl~~s for linear distribute d
parameter systems has been considere d.
If, for the control problem, there is only a finite number of
outputs that are penalized in the quadratic criterion , and a
finite number of inputs, then the ORE can be reduced to simpler
equations . The ORE is a partial different ial equation (PDE) in
one time variable and two space variables , while the reduced
equation is· a PDE in one time variable and just one space
variable. This will in general lead to considera ble savings
in computing time when the equations are solved.
In Casti-Ljun g (7344 and 1974) the general distribute d control
problem is treated and in Ljung-Cas ti (1974) a case with
boundary control is considere d.
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8.

APPLICATIONS

A number of different applicatio ns of identific ation theory,
adaptive controlle rs and computer aided design are reported
below.

The activitie s has been concentra ted on two problems:
modeling and control of a thermal power plant
modeling and control of an industria l gas turbine
8.1.1

Coordinat ed control of a.thermal power plant·

The task of the controlle r is to:.
1) perform a rapid increase of output power in the case of
network disturban ces, 2) increase the damping of network
oscillatio ns, and 3) adjust active power and excitatio n current
in order to keep network frequency and terminal voltage at
their reference values.
The

~oject

was introduced to some represent atives for the
power industry on 1973-09-0 S,see Lindahl(73 26 C). It was
pointed out that the steam turbine, in contrast to the hydro

turbine, is a minimum phase system and suitable for rapid
changes of output power. Moreover the terminal voltage can
be used only to increase the damping of network oscillatio ns.
Attention was also drawn to the fact that a commercia l product
must contain equipment for the protectio n of the plant.
Prelimina ry simulatio ns has shown, that it is adequate to
use a simplified model of the steam turbine. ~~ith this model
however, it was not possible to study important variables in
the thermal power plant, e.g. drum level, drum pressure and
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steam temperatures . A literature survey indicated that
constant pressure control gives the Dost rapid changes of
output power. Sliding pressure control gives slow responses
but better economy than constant pressure control. It was
concluded that it was desirable to use some form of modified sliding pressure control. Then the plant can be run with
low specific fuel consumption. There are also possibilitie s
to increase the output power in emergency situations.
In order to study the control during disturbances a detailed
model of the thermal power plant has been developed. The
basic equations were given by Eklund (report 7117). The equations are modified to the experiments performed on oresundsverket, PlG-Gl6, also described by Eklund. The interactive
simulation program SIMNON is used to simulate the model.
A coordinated controller is designed using ideas in BengtssonLindahl (1974) . The controller is designed to receive a power
demand signal from a central network controller. The received
power demand signal is modified by the local controller in
order to protect the plant. The power reference signal is
formed by an jump-and-ra te-circuit. The controller adusts
control valve, fuel flow, feedwater flow, and attemperator
flows in order to control output power, drum pressure, drum
level, and steam temperatures . The controller operates in one
of two modes: 1) normal.mode or 2) alert mode. In norDal
mode the power jump is 10% and power rate is 9% per minute.
In alert mode the power jump is 15% and the power rate is 12%
per minute. When the output power is changed from 65% to 100%
the drum level is within ~ 7cm and final steam temperature is
within ~ 4°C.
8.1.2

Models and control of an industrial gas turbine

The experiments performed on an 70 lfiv industrial gas turbine
in Halmstad carried out in cooperation with Sydsvenska Kraft AB
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and STAL-LAVAL has been followed up with a ~-1S thesis by G.
Andersson.Th e work has been directed towards control of the
gas turbine but started with model building from basic Fhysical
laws. By great assistance of Nr. R. Branstror.t and Hr. L. Ljung
both with STAL-LAVAL, crucial 'information was obtained about
the characterist ics of the compressors and turbines. The
responses of the simulation model was compared with the neasurements obtained in Halmstad and showed good fit.
A nonlinear controller was designed using ideas in BengtssonLindahl (1974). The performance of the controller was investigated by extensive simulation in SE1NON. The simulated responses of the designed controller showed an indeniable improvement compared with the measured responses of the existing
controller. The worl). has been presented to STAL-LAVAL and Sydsvenska Kraft AB.
8.1.3 State estimation in power networks
The problem of state estimation has been studied during the
year by A.J.M. Overbeek as a partial fulfillTient of-the requirements for the MS degree in Electrical Engineering at the
Eindhoven University, Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
In Overbeek (7331 C) a literature study is made on state
estimation in power networks. The estimation methods have
been classified and are split up into three different categories,
- weighted

least squares method, according to Schwefpe
- sequential processing of measurements with relinear-

ization after each measurement
- a method which first computes linevoltages from lineflow measurements and considers these as new measurement
variables
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In collabora tion with SSPA (The Swedish State Shipbuild ing
Experimen tal Tank) process identifica tion technique s have
been applied to determine ship dynarnics. The program package
for parameter estimatio n in linear state space models, described

in the last annual report, has been improved. The
program package has been used to analyse measureme nts from
two different cargo ships and from two 255 000 d\•lt oil tankers.
The measureme nts of the tankers were performed in collabora tion
with Kockums Mekaniska Verkstads AB and the Sal~n Group.

A joint project with Kockums Mekaniska Verkstads AB to design
an adaptive autopilot for large oil tankers ·started 1973-07-0 1.
The purpose of the autopilot is to keep the ship on the desired course and to perform course changes in different speeds
and load condition s, and when the ship is disturbed by wind
and waves. Prelimina ry experimen ts with a basic self-tunin g
regulator have been performed on the tanker Sea Scout, owned
by the Sal~n Group. The course error was minimized by the
regulator and the yaw angular velocity was used as a feedforwars signal to improve the course keeping·. The regulator
was quite capable to perform a good course keeping, and further
experimen ts with an adaptive autopilot containin g a basic selftuning regulator will be carried out.
A ship simulatio n program has been developed on the PDP 15,
using the interactiv e simulatio n package SINNON. A nonlinear
mathemati cal model of ship dynamics has been received from
SSPA, and a simple model of disturban ces from v1ind and waves
has been added. The ship simulatio n program is used to test
different kinds of autopilot s and to prepare full-scale
experimen ts of ships.
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Two different areas of enviroiTQenta l control are fields for
research. One is control of waste1.vater treatment plants and
the other is modeling of river quality.
8.3.1

Wastewater treaw1ent (G. Olsson)

'I'he feasibility study on control of waste\vater treatment plants,
reported in last annual report was finished during the fall of
1973. It has been reported in Olsson-Dahlq vist-Eklund-U lmgren
(7342).
In early 1974 the next stage of the work was started up. Hitherto the emphasis has been devoted to dynamic 'models and control
of the activated sludge process~ Experiments were started up
during the fall of 1974 and model building and identificatio n
works are still dominating the activity. The experiments are
performed at the Kappala wastewater treat.i1lent plant in Stockholm
in cooperation with Datema AB, Nynashamn.
During the year two MS theses have been performed, Gutman-Olsso n
(RE-136) made a literature study and also identificatio n on
experimental data from the Sj8lunda wastewater pilot plan in
Halm8 as well as from Palo Alto municipal treatment plant in
California, USA.
In another-HS thesis by G. Schr8der - R. Larsson a dynamical
model of sedimentatio n tanks has been derived and simulated.
The report is under preparation.
8.3.2

Urban sewer flow dynamics (B. Beck)

Unlike many process industries waste-vmter treatment plants
receive a crude input material under widely varying conditions
of quantity and quality. The preliminary findings of the study
of activated-slu dge dynamics (see above) indicate significant
possibilitie s for improved process control in the event that
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influent character istics can be predicted for a wastewate r
treatment plant.
Rainfall data for Stockholm and surroundi ngs as well as
sewer flow data for the Kappala was te\·la ter treatment has
been collacted . Different predictor s which can estimate parameters in both rainfall/s ewer flow relations hips and dry
weather f~ow diurnal patterns will be investiga ted.
8.3.3 River quality dynamics (B. Beck)
This project concerns studies in progress both in Lund and
in the Control Engineeri ng Group at Cambridge Universit y,
England. Identific ation of the dynamics of algal populatio ns
and their interactio n with the dissolved oxygen (DO) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in a fresh-wat er stream has
been performed . The basic state space model for DO-BOD interaction and the initial verificat ion thereof is reported in
Beck-Youn g (1974); further identifica tion studies using the
extended Kalman filter, which are described more fully in a
coming paper, are summarize d together with the descriptio n
of analyses for in-stream DO level feedback control in YoungBeck (1974). The general area of control theory applicatio n
in problems of water quality maintenan ce is reviewed in Beck
(7402 (C)).
While DO-BOD interactio n· is comparati vely well understoo d,
the relationsh ips between algal populatio ns and the DO and
BOD require further examinati on. Using the program packages
for maximun likelihoo d estimation of both black-box (IDPAC)
and state space (LISPID) models it is possible to interpret
the results for the synthesis of a combined DO-BOD-a lgale
model, see Beck (1974). The growth and decay of the algal
populatio n are represent ed in terms analogous to those for
the culture of microorga nisms in the biologica l processes
of wastewate r treatment , see e.g. Olsson et al (7342).
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Aspects of the maximum likelihood identificatio n results
are enlarged upon in Beck (743l(C)); the data relate to a
section of the River Cam in eastern England.
8.4

Climatized

QU!l~igg~

(L. Jensen)

Thi~

project is supported from the National Board of Building
Research and has been reported in earlier reports. During the
year eight research reports have been completed.
Some identificatio n experiments have been carried out with an
aircondition ing plant and a connected lecture room using a
process computer. The purpose of the work was to get models
of the process suitable when designing a regulator. Different
discrete time single input and single output models have been
identified from data. The sampling interval was one minute.
The Inodels turn out to be of first and second order. The
results are reported in Ekstrom-Han sel-Jensen-Lj ung (7408).
Digital control of the air conditioning plant has then been
reported in Ekstrom-Han sel-Jensen-Lj ung (7409). Using a process
computer different control laws have been tested. The v1ork
showed that control laws based on models of the plant had better
performance than conventional ones. The work also shov:ed that
the models, which were based on identificatio n experinent, are
capable o~ predicting the closed loop behaviour of the control
system very well.
In figure

3

it is shown results from some experiment with
controllers of different complexity on the system. Implementations using a conventional proportional valve with a
positioner, as well as using an on/off magnetic valve have
been tested and compared.
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Climate control.

Full scale experiments with a heat load of 2 kW. u(t) is the control signal in volts and u'(t) is
the position of the valve in volts (u' (t) ~-0.1 u(t)). y(t) is the air temperature after the room
in °C.
A Open loop
8 An analog PI regulator
C A computer PI regulator (1)
D A linear quadratic regulator (6)
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Different methods to derive dynamic models for the input
output system heated airtemperatu re to roomair-temp erature
for a fullscale test room have been compared. One method is
to use construcion data and a simple first order heatbalance
equation. The other method is to identify model parameters
from experimental data. The parameters computed from construction data differs about 30% from the identified parameters for a first order model. The results are shown in Jensen
(7412).
A comparison is made between simulated, and fullscale experiments of on/off control of roomair temperature. The results
show that the models describe the process w~ll, see Jensen
(7413).
Dynamic systems with recirculatio n can be described with difference-diff erential equations. These equations are in most
cases impossible to solve analytically . An approximatio n is
made for a given system. A comparison is also made with real
data from an air-condition ing plant. The main behaviour is
well described by the approximatio n. The work is reported in
Jensen (7414).
Simple first order models for electrical heating devices have
been developed from construction data, see Jensen {7415). These
models are compared with models identified from data from
especially made experiments. The main time constants and the
static gains are roughly the same for the models derived in
two different ways, see Jensen (7415).
On/off control uses normally only the sign of the output. If
the output and its derivative are used together the onjoff control can be improved for a first order system with time delay.
The improved control is tested in a fullscale process with good
result~

The experiments are described in Jensen (7416).
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An enthalpy exchanger has been studied as a temperature
exchanger in Jensen-Hanse l (7417). Static and dynamic models
based on construction data have been developed. Static and
dynamic models have also been derived from experimental data.
The process is highly nonlinear which is reflected in the
models. The static gain varies with a factor about 100. The
dynamics is rather fast. A controller with fix parameters
will have a bad perf·ormance. A simple self-tuning regulator
is implemented and tested in fullscale experiments vlith
good result.

The process is a pilot plant in the laboratory and consists
of a long copper rod. The input? of the process are the end
temperatures of the rod and the outputs are the temperatures
in seven equidistant points along the rod. The process is
accurately modelled by a one-dimensio nal heat equation.
Control strategies have been constructed which take the profile
of the rod, from an arbitrary initial profile, to a stationary
profile, i.e. the temperature of the profile· varies linearly
with the space-coordi nate. The number of measured process outputs are varied from one experiment to another and the state
of the process is reconstructe d using Kalman filters, based
on the available information. The reconstructe d state vector
is fed into the controller and a linear feedback from the reconstructed state variables is formed. The calculations of
the control strategies and the Kalman filters are based on
lumped models of the diffusion process.
It turns out that knowledge of the end temperatures of the rod
is enough to obtain satisfactory profile control and that
additional information, obtained by measuring the temperature
in some points along the rod, only slightly increases the
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performa nce of the control ler. This result is encoura ging
because , in a practic al situatio n, it is often possible only
to measure the boundary tempera tures of a heat process .
There exists a contrad iction between the requirem ent of a
fast settleme nt of the profile and small control signal amplitudes. The boundary tempera tures are restrict ed to take values
which slightly exceed the maximum value of the termina l profile .
If a minimum - time cont.rol ler is used to get a certain tenperature profile there is a signific ant saving of time compare d
to the uncontr olled case.

One Master thesis Nerman ~ Perby (RE-132) was finished during
the year. An interact ive simulati on model for the respirat ory
system was develop ed based on a model by civ.ing . B Koch,
SAAB. The model is expanded to describe the long mechani cs
as well as the gas concent rations and the control . The system
requires differen tial-dif ference equation s. The need for general
simulati on package s also for such systems became obvious , and
the SH1NON package at the Departm ent has later been extende d.
The feasibi lity study on renal clearenc e togethe r with Clinica l
Physiolo gy, Lund was finished during the fall. It ended in a
number of 'questio ns: The tentativ e model for the distribu tion
of Cr-EDTA obtained from impulse experim ents was probably too
simple and did not contain the longest time constan ts, which
became signific ant in steady state. This means, that the attempt
to control to steady state and then assume, that input is equal
to output, failed because of a long equilib ration time partly
due to the constra int to only positive inputs. The measurem ent
limitati ons for a reasona ble set up are also serious . The work
is documen ted in Hagande r et al (7425 C).
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A proje ct togeth er with the Depar tment for exper iment al
surger y in Malm6 has starte d. By contr olling the blood flow
to certa in organ s like the liver during cance r-chem othera py
the drug conce ntrati on in plasm a can be kept low althou gh
the conce ntrati on in the organ is fairly high. Exper iments
with dogs are curre ntly going an, and Xe-cl earenc e studie s
show promi sing result s.
During the spring the work has been done in the US. One month
was spent in Tucso n with prof. Gross on the applic ation of
micro circul ation and pharm acokin etics for cance rthera py and
five month s at UCLA workin g in a proje ct betwe en Anesth esi-ology and System s Scien ce on the contro l of respi ration .
Ident ificat ion of nonlin ear dynam ic system s has been used as
a tool to descri be .the.e ffect

of

drugs on the contr ol system s.

A proje ct on micro compu ters for proce ss contr ol has been
starte d. A simple opera tor-s panel and proce ss interf ace has
been develo ped for a comm erciall y availa ble ·micro compu ter
system , the TRANSDATA 7260 series from Trans intro AB. Some
proce ss contro l progra ms have been writte n. In order to facilitate the

progran~ing

of the micro compu ter, some progra ms
have been develo ped which make it possib le to assem ble and
ieloc ate progra ms for the micro compu ter using the PDP-1 5
as a host compu ter.

In a MS thesis a dynam ical model has been develo ped for the
relati onshi p betwe en educa tion and labor marke t, see Hylan der
(RE-1 37). A consi derab le part of the study consi sts of a
discu ssion on the conce ptuali zation of the proble m, basic
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assumptions, model limitations and the availability of data
needed.
Parameter estimations have been perfor~ed with the program
IDPAC. The estimated parameters are included in a system of
difference equations with 6 outputs and 10 inputs. The study
should be considered as a first attempt to apply control
theory to this type of problems.
A simple monetary model of the Swedish economy has been identified in a HS thesis by Hedenstrom (RE-135) . The relationsship between monetary and fiscal actions, export and national
income has been examined for data from the period 1954 - 1971.
Maximum Likelihood and least squares identificatio n has been
applied. A model of the US economy, the so called St. Louis
model was used as a starting point for the examination.
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April 1974.

7407

c

Kallstrom, C.: The Sea Scout experiments, October
1973. April 1974.

7408

c

Andersson, B., Andersson, G., Axelsson, B.,
Bergkvist, E., Bohman, T., Backstrom, P., Cronholm, L.A., Dufva, L., Engman, H., Gupta, B.N.,
Jornsson, A., Persson, H., Persson, L., Olsson,
O._and Ottosson, H.: Angpannereg lering. April 1974.

7409

c

Astrom, K.J.: A test example for adaptive control.
April 1974.

7410

c

Olsson, G.: Instrumentat ion and control for wastewater treatment systems. Reseberattel se fran konferens i London och Paris 17-21 sept. 1973. May
1974.

7411

c

Astrom, K.J.: A self-tuning regulator for nonminimum phase systems. June 1974.

7412

c

Ljung, L. and Casti, J.: Reduction of the operator riccati equation. August 1974.

7413

c

Martensson, K. and Ljung, L.: Optimal Control of
a sulfite cooking process. August 1974.

7414

c

Ljung, L. and Wittennark, B.: Analysis of a class
of adaptive regulators. August 1974.

7415

c

Ljung, L.: Convergence of recursive stochastic
algorithms. August 1974.

62.

7416

c

Aspern~~

7417

c

Astrom, K.J.: Theory and applications of selftuning regulators. August 1974.

7418

c

Astrom, K.J. and Wittenmark, B.: Analysis of a
self-tuning regulator for nonminimum phase

B., Bengtsson, B.C.T, Egardt, B.,
Johansson, T. and Nilsson, R.: Nivareglering
av ett tanksystem. August 1974.

systems. August 1974.
7419

c

As£rom, K.J.: A self-tuning parameter estimator.
August 1974.

7420

c

Borisson, U. and Syding, R.: Self-tuning control
of an ore crusher. August 1974.

7421

c

Andersson, G., Arvinius, R., Aspern~s, B., Bodelius, L., Feltberg, K.G., Foisack, P., Landberg,
K., Lavernark, 0., Persson, B. and Paulsson, R.:
Dead beat styrning av en v~rrne-diffusionsprocess.
July 1974.

63.
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APPENDIX E, MS

~HESES

RE-132

Nerman H. and Perby !--1-L.: Simule ring av andnin g
(Respi ratory simula tion). Septem ber 1973.

RE-133

Jonsson G.: Parame terupp skattni ng i olinja r modell for angkra ftverk (Parau eter estima tion in
a nonlin ear model of a boiler -turbi n unit). Sep·tember 19 7 3.

RE-134

Gunnar sson J.: Unders okning av simule ringss praket SH1SCR IPT (An invest igation of the simula tion langua ge SIMSCR IPT). Octobe r 1973.

RE-135

Hedens tron J.: En enkel monet aristis k modell av
Sverig es ekonom i (A simple monet arist model of
the Swedis h econom y). Decemb er 1973.

RE-136

Gutman P-0. and Olsson R.: Dynami ska modell er for
rening sverk (Dynam ic models for waste water treatment plants ). March 1974.

RE-137

Hyland er B.: Utbild ning och arbets markn ad- En dynamisk systerru nodell (Educa tion and labor market -A dynami c model) . April 1974.

RE-138

Nilsso n G.: Inlopp slader eglerin g (Head-b ox contro l).
March 1974.

RE-139

Casenb erg K. and Sandbe rg E.: Progno smetod er (Predictio n method s). April 1974.

RE-140

Johann esson H. and Nesstro m J-0.: Jamfor else mellan nagra rekurs iva identif ierings metod er (A compariso n of differ ent recurs ive identi ficatio n methods) . August _l974.

RE-141

Bengts son B. and Egardt B.: Ett intera ktivt progrfu upaket for simule ring av sjalvin stallan de regula torer
(An intera ctive program packag e for simula tion of
self-tu ning regula tors). August 1974.

64.

RE-142

Elvgr en F. and Krantz L.: Ident ifieri ng av aterkoppla de system (Iden tifica tion of feedba ck systems) . Augus t 1974.

RE-143

Persso n L.: Konju gerade gradie ntmet oden for optimala styrpr oblem (Inve stigat ion of the conju gate gradi ent metho d for optim al contr ol) . July
1974.

RE-144

Persso n R.: Straff -funk tionsm etode r for numer isk
losnin g av optim ala styrpr oblem (Pena lty functi on
metho ds for numer ical soluti on of optim al contr ol
proble ms). July 1974.

RE-145

Bengt sson L. and Paulss on S-A.: Dimen sioner ing
av opera torspa nel (Cons tructi on of a opera tor console) . Augus t 1974.

--

. -·
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APPENDIX F, COURSES AND SEMINARS
The courses and seminars given are summarize d in this
appendix.
Courses
The following courses have been given by invited lecturers ,
in cooperatio n with other departmen ts at the Universit y or
by the personnel within the Departmen t.
A Survey of Queueing Theory (Professo r D. Wishart, University of Birmingham , England).
Filtering Theory (G. Olsson, Deparbmen t of Automatic Control).
System Identific ation (K.J. Astrom, Departmen t of Automatic
Control).
Linear Systems and Invariant s (Professo r P. Falb, Brown
Universit y, Providenc e, R.I., USA).
Geometric al Concepts in Linear Dynamical Systems (G. Bengtsson ,
Departmen t of Automatic Control).
Seminars
Invited lecturers have contribute d with the following seminars.
Professor H. Kushner, Brown Universit y, Providenc e, R.I., USA.
"Stochast ic Approxima tion for Constrain ed and Unconstra ined
Systems", P..ugust 23, 24 and 27, 1973.

66.
"Applicat ions of Heak Convergen ce of r-1easures to Problems
in Stochasti c Control", August 28, 29 and 30, 1973.
Professor D. Tabak, Rensselae r Polytechn ical Inst., USA
"Applicat ion of Modern Control _and Optimizat ion Technique s
in Transport ation", September 10, 1973.
Dr N. Hagander, CDC, Stockholm
"SH1ULA - ett Modernt Sir.mlerin gssprak" (SINULA - a Modern
Simulatio n Language") ,October 12, 1973.
Mr A. Knutsson, LM Ericsson, Stockholm
"Teletrafi ksystem - ett TilL3.mpni ngsomrade for Reglertek nik
(Telecomm unication Systems - An Area for Applicati on of Automatic Control."), October 23, 1973.
Dr P.-A. Wedin, Universit y of Lund, Lund
"Icke - Line~r Minsta Kvadrat pa Stora System (The Non-Linea r
least Squares Method Applied to Large Systems). November 23, 1973.
Professor H. Blomberg, Helsinki Universit y of Technolog y, OtanieQi,
Finland,
"Operator algebra for Linj~ra och Tidsinvar ianta
Different ial- och Differenss ystem"(O perator algebra for Linear
and Timeinvar iant Different ial- and Differenc e Systems) ,
November 27 and 29, 1973.
"Koordine ring av Hierarkis kt Styrda Dynamiska Sys_tem" (Coordination of Hierarcic ally Controlle d Dynamical Systems),
December 3 and 4, 1973.
Professor G. Einarsson , Lund Institute of Technolog y, Lund
"Till~mpning av Estimatio n inom Kommunik ationsteori n" (Application of Estimatio n in Communic ation Theory),
November 30,
1973.

67.
Profes sor T. Banks, Brown Univer sity, Provid ence, R.I., USA
"Mathe matical Models Involv ing Enzyme Kineti cs.
1/ Enzym atically Active Membra ns", January 17, 1974.
"Mathe matical Models Involv ing Enzyme Kineti cs.
2/ Enzyme Cascad es", January 17, 1974.
"A Survey of Modell ing Attemp ts with Emphas is on ~\That
Contro l Theori sts have been Attemp ting", Januar y 18, 1974.
Profes sor J. Casti, Univer sity of Arizon a, Tucson , Arizon a, USA
"Contr ibution s to the Unific ation of the Theory of Optima l
Linear Filteri ng and Radiat ive Transf er", January 17, 1974.
"The Intern ationa l Institu te for Applie d System s Analys is:
Struct ure, Object ives and Resear ch Program ", Januar y 18, 1974.
Profes sor A.G.J. MacFa rlane, Manch ester, Englan d
"Recen t Develo pments in Vector Feedba ck Theory and Their
Applic ation", January 30 and 31, 1974.
Dr B. Beck, visitin g fellow from Cambri dge Univer sity, Englan d
"Water Quality Mainte nance and Contro l Theory 11 , Februa ry 27,
1974.
"Param eter Estima tion in Water Quality Models Using the
Extend ed Kalman Filter ", March 7, 1974.
Dr R. Patel, visitin g fellow from Cambri dge Univer sity, Englan d
"Pole Assign ment in Linear System s", Harch 1, 1974.
"Use of Intera ctive Compu ter Grafic s for the Feedba ck Design
of Linear System s", March 4, 1974.
Profes sor P. Eykhof f, Eindho ven, The Nether lands
"Poten tial Applic ation of Identi ficatio n in Bio-Me dicin",
March 6 and 7, 1974.

68.

Dr H.A. Spang III, General Electric, Schenectady, Penn., USA
"Measurement s and Improvement of Memory Allocation in a Process
Computer", March 15, 1974.
Mr B. Hylander, ASSI, Pitea
"Universitets dynamik-Reg lertekniska Netoder Tillampade pa
Prognos av Studenttillst romning" (Dynamics of a University Automatic Control Methods Applied for Prediction of Student
Affiliation),

April 22, 1974.

Mr K. Folkesson, SAAB, Linkoping
"Dampning av Struktursvan gningar i Flygplan med Styrautomat.
Nagra Exempel (Damping of body-bending s· in an aircraft) 11 , Hay
10, 1974.
Mr L. Jonsson, ASEA,·vaster as
Mr T.v. Overbeek, LiH, Linkoping
Dr L. Pettersson, Statens Vattenfallsv erk, Stockholm
"Tillstandses timering i Kraftsystem (State Estimation in Power
Systems)", May 20, 1974.
Dr F. Filip, Bukarest, Romania
"Design of Computer Configuratio ns f6r Large Production
Control Systems", May 21, 197 4.
Professor H. Ray, State Univ. of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo USA
"Application of Optimization Theory on Industrial Processes",
May 22, 1974.
Professor J. Casti, University of Arizona, USA, Tucson, Arizona
"The Generalized H-function and the Linear Regulator Problem",
May 28, 1974.
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APPENDIX G, LECTURES BY THE STAFF
Hembers of the staff of the Departm ent have given a number of
seminars and lectures outside the Univers ity. The most icporta nt
ones are listed here in chronol ogical order:
1973
June 19

u.

Borisson : Modern control theory in practic al
applica tion. Industr ial Data process ing session,

organize d by Agence pour la coopera tion techniqu e
industr ielle et economi que, Paris.
July 11

c.

K~llstr6m:

Modern reglerte ori (Modern control
theory) Lecture at Kockums Hekanis ka Verkstad AB,

Malm6.
July 11

Stochas tic Control Theory. Invited
lecture at IFAC/IFI P Conferen ce on Dynamic Modellin g
and Control of Nationa l Ecbnomi es, Warwick , England .

Sept 9

Meeting with represe ntatives for the power industry .
S. Lindahl : Coordin ated control of a thermal power
plant.

Sept 17

I. Gustavs son: Process identifi cation and statisti cal
modellin g - a survey. Invited survey lecture given

K.J. Astr6m:

at UKAC 5th Control Convent ion on ~1odelling and Simulation for Applied Control Systems , Bath, England .
Sept 18

K.J. Astr6m: Adaptiv e control . Laborat oire d-Automatique et d-Analy ze des Systems (LAAS), Toulous e,
France.

70.

Oct 2

K.J. Astrom: Datorsto dd dimensi onering av reglersystem. (Compute r aided design of control systems) .
STU konferen s om Dator.er som hjalpme del i undervisninge n, Stockhol m.

Oct 9

K.J. Astrom: Self-tun ing regulato rs,
Mass., USA.

Oct 11

K.J. Astrom: Adaptiv e control . Brown Univers ity,
Provide nce, R.I., USA.

Oct 12

K.J. Astrom: Uniquen ess of ML identifi cation of an
ARMA. process . Harvard Univers ity, Cambrid ge, Mass.,
USA.

Oct 9
and
Oct 20

G. Olsson and J. Wieslan der: Process compute rs an introdu ction (5 lecture s). SUPRA, Landskro na
and SUPRA, Koping.

Oct 1526

K.J. Astrom: Seminar on stochas tic control theory.
Graduate School of Busines s, Univ. of Chicago ,
Chicago , USA.

Oct 25

T. Soderstr om: Recursiv e algorith ms for process
identifi cation. (Rekursi va algoritm er for process -

~liT,

Cambrid ge

identifi ering). Division of Automat ic Control , Royal
Institu te of Technol ogy, Stockho lm.
Oct 30

K.J. Astrom: System identifi cation I. Stanford University Stanford , Calif., USA.

Oct 31

K.J. Astrom: Self-tun ing regulat ors. Stanford University .

71.
Nov 2

K.J. Astrom : System ident ificat ion II. Stanfo rd Universit y.

Nov 7

K.J. Astrom : Self-t uning regul ators. UCLA, Los
Angel es, Calif ., USA.·

Dec.l2

C.

1974
Jan 29

K~llstrom:

Exper iment med adapt iv styrni ng av
tankb at. (Expe riment s on adapt ive contr ol of a
turbin e tanke r). Kockur ns Mekan iska Verks tad AB,
Malrno .

G. Olsson : Measu remen t and contr ol in chemi cal and
enviro nment al engin eering . Survey paper , Internation al Scand inavia n congr ess on chemi cal engineerin g, KemTek 3, Copen hagen, Denma rk.

Feb 8

G. Olsson : Regle rprobl em inom rening stekni ken
(cont rollin g a waste water treatm ent plant) • Semin ar
at Chemi cal Engin eering Dep., Lund Unive rsity.

Feb 14

Self-t uning regul ators. An inform ation sympo sium at
the Depar tment of Autom atic contr ol, Lund Instit ute
of Techn ology.
Contr ibutio ns:
Adapt iva regul atorer (Adap tive regul ators ), K.J.
Astrom .
Sj~lvinstallande

regul atorer (Self- tuning regul ators) ,

B. Witten mark.
Prakt iska erfare nhete r (Prac tical exper iences ) .
Contr ol of an ore crush er in Kirun a, Rolf Sydin g,
LKAB, Kirun a.

72.

Feb 14

Control of a paper IDachine, Olle Alsholm, Gruv6ns
bruk, Billerud AB, Gruv6n and Ulf Borisson, Lund.

Feb

J. Wieslande r: Simulerin gens roll i reglertekn iken
(The role of simulatio n in automatic control) .
SIGSIM, SSI (Svenska sarnfundet f6r. informati onsbehandlin g), Stockholm .

March 20

K.J. Astr6m: Digital Control Algorithm s Round Table
Discussio n, IFAC/IFIP 4th Conferenc e on digital
computer applicatio ns to process control, ZUrich,
Switzerla nd.

March 21

u.

Borisson: An industria l Applicati on of·a selftuning regulator , IFAC/IFIP 4th Conferenc e on

digital computer applicatio ns to process control,
ZUrich, Switzerla nd.
March 22

K.J. Astr6m: Paper Machine Dynamics. 4th IFAC/IFIP
conferenc e on digital computer applicatio ns to process
control, ZUrich, Switzerla nd.

March

J. Wieslande r: Interaktiv a program (Interacti ve
programs) . Datorcentr um, KTH(Centr e of computing )
Royal Institute ofTechnol ogy, Stockholm .

April 2

G. Olsson: A comparati ve study of suboptima l filters
for parameter estimatio n. Symposium on digital filtering, Institute of Applied :t>1athemat ics, Stockholm .

April 2

J. Holst: Adaptive Predictio n. Symposium on Digital
Filtering , Stockholm .

April 5

K.J. Astrom:
regula tors,

An Intoductio n to self-tunin g
Imperial College, London.

73.

April 17

K.J. Astrom: Theory and Application of Selftuning Regulators, Cambridge University, England.

April 23

P. Hagander: Nonlinear, bilinear and linear
compartment models. UCLA, Los Angeles, USA.

April 24

G. Olsson: Control problems in wastewater treatment. Symposium arranged by Swedish Board for
Technical Development (STU), Stockholm.

May 8

G. Olsson: Nagra nya trender inom reglerteknik en
med tillampning inom processindus trin (Some new
developments in control theory applicable to the
process industry) STFI,

St6ckholm~

May 9

G. Olsson~ Adaptive filters. Division of Telecommunicatio n Theory, Lund Inst. of Technology, Lund

May 1317

Automatic control - current theory. Course for
industrial people given in Lund. Contribution s:
1. Introduction . K.J. Astrom.
2. Analys och syntes i tidsplanet {Analysis and
synthesis in the time domain) . 6 lectures by
G. Bengtsson and J. Wieslander.
3. Datorer som regulatorer (Computers as controllers)
3 lectures given by U. Borisson.
4. Analys och syntes med h~nsyn till storningar
(Analysis and synthesis of stochastic systems)
4 lectures by L. Ljung and G. Olsson.
5. Processiden tifiering (Process identificatio n)
3 lectures by I. Gustavsson.

6.

Anv~ndning

av optimeringst eori for syntes av
reglersystem (Synthesis of control systems by
optimization theory) 4 lectures by K. Martensson,
S. Lindahl and G. Olsson.

74.

May 1317

7. Sjalv instal lande och adapt iva regul atorer
(Self- tuning and adapt ive contr ollers ) 2 lectur es
by U. Boriss on.
8. Summa ry of the cours e. 1 lectur e by G. Olsso n.

May 14

B. Witten mark: Indus trial applic ations of a selftuning regul ator. Univ. of Calga ry, Galga ry, Canad a.

May 16

I. Gusta vsson: Syste miden tifieri ng (Syste m ident ificati on). Divis ion of Teleco mn1un ication Theor y,
Lund Instit ute of Techn ology, Lund.

May 25

B.

Adapt ive contr ol of a paper machi ne.
Sympo sium on compu ters, electro nics and contr ol,
Calga ry, Canad a.

May 2930

Proce ss ident ificat ion semin ars. Cours e for indus trial
and unive rsity peopl e given in Lund.
Contr ibutio ns:

~vittenmark:

1. Proce ssidin tifier ing - en 6vers ikt av metod er
(Proce ss ident ificat ion - a survey of metho ds),
K.J. Astr6m .
2. Prakt iska synpu nkter pa proce sside ntifie ring
(Prac tical aspec ts on proce ss ident ificat ion) ,
I. Gusta vsson .
3. Interakti~a identi fierin gspro gram (Inter active
progra ms for ident ificat ion), J. Wiesl ander .
4. Ident ifieri ng av aterko pplad e system (Iden tificati on of closed loop system s), L. Ljung .
5. Rekur siva metod er (Recu rsive metho ds), T. S6der str6m .
6. Ident ifieri ng av batdyn amik (Iden tifica tion of
ship dynam ics), C. Kallst r6m.

75.
May 2930

7. Utva rder ing av ytvi kts- och fukt halt sreg
lerin g
av papp ersm aski n med anva ndni ng av iden tifie
ring
(Eva luati on of basi s weig ht and moi stur e cont
rol
of a pape r mach ine usin g iden tific atio n tech
niqu es),
B. Hagg man.
8. Iden tifie ring av karn reak tord ynam ik (Ide
ntif icat ion
of nucl ear reac tor dyna mics ), G. Olss on.
9. Iden tifie ring av domp anna - en olin jar mod
ell
(Ide ntif icat ion of a drum boil er - a non line
ar
mod el), S. Lind ahl.
10. Iden tifie ring av klim atan lagg ning ar (Ide
ntif icat ion
of inte rior clim ate) , L. Jens en.
11. Best amn ing av kons tant er for varm edif fusi
on med
hjal p av iden tifie ring . (Det ermi natio n of
heat
diff usio n coef ficie nts by iden tific atio n),
B.
Lede n.
12. Prog nost icer ing av ekon omis ka tids seri er
(Pre dict ion of econ omic al time seri es), J. Hol
st.

1-1ay 30

P. Haga nder : Com puter simu latio n of canc er
cell kine tics . UCLA, Los Ang eles, Cal if., USA.

June 11

K.J. Astr om: Ada ptive cont rol - an over view
. Imperi al Coll ege, Lond on, Engl and.

June 13

K.J. Astr om: Syst em iden tific atio n- imp lica
tion s
for app lica tion of mode rn cont rol theo ry.
Cran field
coll ege of Aero naut ics, Engl and.

June 14

B. Witt enm ark: Indu stria l appl icat ions of
a self tuni ng regu lato r. Univ . of Alb erta , Edm onto
n, Alb erta ,
Cana da.

June 19

L. Ljun g: Redu ction of the oper ator Ricc ati
equa tion .
IRIA , Symp osium on Stoc hast ic Con trol Theo
ry, Paris~

76.

June 19

K.J. Astrom: Theory and Applications of Selftuning Regulators. IRIA Symposium on Stochastic
Control Theory, Paris.

June 25

K.J. Astrom: Self-Tuning Regulators Part 1.
Imperial College, London.

June 26

K.J. Astrom: Self-Tuning. Regulators Part 2.
Imperial College, London.
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APPENDIX H, TRAVELS
K.J. Astro m was on sabb atica l leave for a total of 6
monL~s.
He parti cipat ed in the IFAC/ IFORS Inter natio nal Confe
rence on
Dynam ic Mode lling and Cont rol.o f Natio nal Econo mics
in July- 73.
In Septe mber he visit ed Contr ol labor atori es in Franc
e (Trip
repor t 7337C ) . In Septe mber and Octob er he visit ed Univ
ersitie s in USA inclu ding MIT, Harva rd, Brown , Gradu ate
Schoo l
of Busin ess, Univ ersity of Chica go, Stanf ord, Univ ersity
of
Calif ornia ,Berk eley, and Univ ersity of Calif ornia ,Los
Ange les
and the indu strie s Measu rex, Santa Clara and Syste ms
Cont rol.
In March Astro m parti cipat ed in the IFAC /IFIP 4th Inter
natio nal
Confe rence on Digi tal comp uter appli catio ns to proce
ss contr ol.
Durin g Apri], . and June Astro m v1as visit ing profe ssor
at Impe rial
Colle ge in Londo n. In June he parti cipat ed in the IRIA
symposiu m on Stoch astic Contr ol Theor y in Paris .
Ulf Boris son visit ed an "Indu strial _Dat a Proce ssing
Sessi on"
in Franc e durin g June- July 1973. The sessi on was spons
ored
by the Frenc h gover nmen t and arran ged by an organ izatio
n
ACTIM (Agen cepou r la coop eratio n techn ique indu strie
lle et
~conomique) . The visit is descr ibed
in Boris son (7324 C).
Boris son also parti cipat ed toget her with K.J. Astro m
in the
IFAC confe rence on Digi tal Comp uter Appl icatio ns to
Proce ss
Contr ol in ZUric h, March 1974, which is repor ted in
Boris son
(7406 C).
In Septe mber 1973, I. Gusta vsson visit ed a numb er of
univers ities , in parti cular Depa rtmen ts of autom atic contr
ol,
in Engla nd. He also gave an invit ed surve y lectu re on
proce ss
iden tifica tion at the UKAC 5th Cont rol Conv entio n on
Hode lling
and Simu lation for Appli ed Contr ol Syste ms. The exper
ience s
from this confe rence and the visit s are given in Gusta
vsson
(repo rt 7330 c) .
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Per Hagander visited Tucson, Arizona during February 1974
and UCLA, Los Angeles, USA from March until the end of August
1974. The visit is documented in a forthcoming report.
Claes Kallstrom participated in the IFAC/IFIP symposium on
Ship Operation Automation in Oslo, Norway, July 2-5, 1973.
Lennart Ljung participated together with K.J. Astrom in the
IRIA Symposium in Paris, June 1974.
Gustaf Olsson attended a workshop on "Automation of

~'iaste

water treatment plants" arranged by the International Association of Water Pollution Research in London during September
1974. The symposium also included a visit to the main wastewater treatment plant in Paris. The travel is documented in
Olsson (7410 C) .
Bjorn Wittenmark visited University _of Calgary, Canada and the
Brown University, Providence, R.I., USA during the period
February 27 -August 28 1974. The visit is reported in Wittenmark (report 7429 C).
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